


Creating the right environment is 
vital for any live event. ES Global 
specialises in the delivery of 
dynamic stages, temporary 
structures, event overlay and
expert project management. 
We ensure everyone is left with 
an unforgettable memory of your 
event, for all the right reasons.

Sustainability is a fundamental
principle to the company’s business 
approach. We ensure that the
impact of our design is evaluated 
throughout  manufacture, delivery, 
construction and removal/reuse. 

The vast worldwide experience of
the team provides us with a wide 
reaching global network enabling
us to be a local partner on an
international scale.

Our knowledge and experience
gives us an understanding of the
often unique requirements of every 
conceivable type of event. At each 
stage of your project, our unique 
blend of invention and pragmatism 
ensures you get what you want,
when and where you want it.

COMPANY PROFILE

ES GLOBAL PROVIDES INNOVATIVE AND
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR MUSIC, SPORTING, 
CORPORATE AND HOSPITALITY EVENTS 
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CAPABILITY

PROVIDING A DIVERSE SKILL SET FROM
CREATIVE DESIGN THROUGH TO PLANNING 
AND DELIVERY
At your disposal is a highly
motivated and customer
focused group of individuals 
who offer a broad range of 
skills from creative design
to project management,
fabrication, installation,
project planning and delivery.

The company is committed
to developing precise
documentation to support
each project.  From the very
first meeting to discuss your
requirements we provide
detailed CAD drawings,
detailed project programmes, 
and implementation plans. 

We use the latest CAD software 
packages to ensure you are able 
to experience the look and feel 
of the space in advance to allow 
you to make an informed
decision on the final delivery
of your event. 

We are continually evolving new 
construction and design
techniques enabling us to offer 
truly innovative solutions to our 
clients. 
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Our highly experienced team 
can manage a wide range of 
projects from interactive 
installations to relocatable 
structures that tour the world. 
We use our knowledge and
skills to take on complex 
designs, tough deadlines and 
logistical challenges to ensure 
your project is always delivered 
on budget on time.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

ES GLOBAL PROVIDES A FULL
SPECIALIST PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND CONSULTANCY SERVICE

ES Global’s primary skills 
include:

• Project planning
• Project execution
• Design phase management
• Budget control
• Supplier management
• Feasibility studies

ES Global
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ES Global is committed to
the goal of sustainable
development which will enable 
people throughout the world 
to satisfy their basic needs and
enjoy a better quality of life 
today without compromising 
the quality of life of future
generations.

As such we ensure the impact
of the design is evaluated
through manufacture,
delivery, construction,
removal and reuse. 

SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY IS 
AT THE HEART OF 
OUR PHILOSOPHY 
FOR THE LIFESPAN 
OF ALL PROJECTS

We try to only use materials 
from replenishable sources or 
materials that can be recycled 
and reused. All components 
are designed to be reusable for 
future projects, either in their 
current state or with minimal 
adaptation.

We have developed our own 
Environmental Management
System in line with ISO 14001. 
As a part of this management
system, we continually 
re-evaluate our procedures to
ensure our approach is 
considerate of the environment. 
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Event overlay plays an integral 
role and the delivery of this 
needs to be seamless from
transition through to
completion. Temporary
overlay provides a flexible,
cost effective solution for the
delivery of events where space 
and time may be at a premium 
and also to ensure that cities 
are not left with facilities which 
have no further use post event.

The reuse of the equipment
from event to event is truly a
sustainable solution. 

EVENT OVERLAY

PROVIDING A ‘TURNKEY DELIVERY’ OF
TEMPORARY EVENTS OVERLAY FOR
COMPLEX MAJOR INTERNATIONAL EVENTS 

This is only relevant if the reuse
of all of the equipment used is 
carefully planned. 

We call it precycling as opposed
to recycling as when you recycle 
you think about what to do after 
you have used the item. 

When you precycle you plan 
the second and third uses of the 
equipment before the first use, 
the time period between events 
allows us to do this.
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‘Supplier of temporary structures and project 
management services (Olympic venues) to 

the London 2012 Games’







ES Global is dedicated to
providing quality staging
solutions for a range of events 
from a world tour for an
acclaimed artist, to the open-
ing ceremony of a major
sporting event.

All of our stages are made from 
modular kit, which allows us to 
create versatile, sophisticated 
and aesthetically pleasing
stages, meeting the most

EXPERTS IN STAGING

CREATING THE
ULTIMATE FIRST
IMPRESSION IS
OUR VISION FOR 
YOUR EVENT

challenging production
requirements.

Our staging provision also 
includes the world’s first mobile 
acoustic performance shell, the 
innovative Soundforms stage
(featured). Soundforms brings 
indoor quality acoustics to 
the outdoor stage with its
revolutionary shells designed
and manufactured by a young 
British company.
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The meticulous planning that 
goes into each project enables 
us to work to tight deadlines 
which are often associated 
with events using temporary 
facilities. 

Due to the fast track nature 
of such projects it is crucial to 
ensure preferred suppliers have 
a proven track record of timely 
delivery as well as being able to 
demonstrate commercial value 
and product/service quality.

Good working relationships have 
been developed over many years 
and on a variety of projects with 
a broad range of suppliers. We 

DELIVERY

ON TIME, EVERY TIME IS VITAL TO
THE SUCCESS OF OUR BUSINESS

believe an integrated approach is
best on every project to ensure 
timely delivery, efficient design
and manufacture along with
transparency of costs. 

We view ourselves as an
extension of your team and our 
project managers will keep you 
informed every step of the way.

Reputations can take years to
build yet can come apart in a
moment. Our goal is to be the 
best and for that there is only one 
measure - satisfied customers 
who return time and time again 
because they want us as part of 
their team
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As a delivery partner we see 
our role as key in helping
clients create the right
environment for any live show. 

In today’s economic climate 
where overlay infrastructure is 
increasingly an integral part of 
organising and promoting more 
sustainable events we have 
the equipment to tackle and 
deliver the most challenging of 
projects. 

Planning and delivery by
specialists helps with the

SERVICES

CREATING THE
RIGHT ENVIRONMENT 
IS VITAL FOR ANY
LIVE SHOW

seamless transition from
concept through to completion. 

Our team understands the
exacting demands of events,
tours and road shows. 

They are highly skilled at
dealing with the challenges 
posed by ATA carnets, import 
and export documentation and 
all necessary permits to ensure 
seamless border crossings to 
ensure the project stays on 
schedule. 
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Serious Staging Hong Kong








